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The rernarkabh technological advances in the f i d d  of atomic energy 

since it first attracted public intarest a decz.de ago promise -basic changes 

in many aspects cf our social and ecsnoimic life, But the aachievcrmm"ts.. 

however spectazalar, ~ V E  hem of the n a t u ~ e  c& ang inec  .ng and imvs&clva 

@ur,r,esseE, not scientific iisccvorias, Nnclezr Eiscsicn and thermo-nackar 

started. Since t b t  time our detailed k ~ z o  ledge of them hse been greatly 

, enlarged, but ear undarstalzdbng of the pri..ci~Bes ha8 not ehaaged in f i h a a  

TjEakE. 

The mail-, reason for this state of &airs is that nuclear phenamana 

and the laws governing the behavior o3C sub-nuclear particles appear to ba 

considerably more comp8isated than, for example, dectriczg! phen~rnena zni 

the laws governing the strzzcture of the atom. Our ability to  classify an 

predict nuclear phenomem is in a more primitive: state than was o'czr un&?r- 

sttndirtg or' electricity at the. time of Cdiscpizus i~.vetatioizs. The sarccesefu:l. 
. . harnessing of nuclear easx gy has by-passe2 AE: nor evolutitx of i@:re.m n ox 

by virtue of gresa; effort ac5 expense t~ the Pace sf urgent =tionax medc,  

kxor6,in&2y, it is vczy rnmh in the national i ~ t e r e ~ t  that t certati3 

G, l;,;b. 3at ~ o ~ v ~ ~ F s ~  amount of basic racearch be suppor're3; work, thet BE: Cf.:'* +I;*> 

z specific: tecknica3. devsPc>l.;2@x& tasrzrtl, t h e .  T,.agc: a coal d Ia"ip~evr4 
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The only practical means of applying accelerating forces to nuclei 

which have so far been suggested exploit the fact t h t  the nuclei carry an 

electric charge. Acceleration af electrons by strong electric fields is 

today a commonplace. In a radio tube dectrohs boiled 0% the! hot cat 

are drawn to the po~itively charged plate, pic'king up speed as they 

When the plate of a Ugh power transmitter tube gets h ~ t ,  it is becauee 

tho accelerated electransstrilke it, dissipating their kinetic energy as 

heat. The spot which runs across the. screen aE a television sat to  form the 

picture is caused by a narrow pencil of electrons which has been gathered 

together at  the rear end of the tube and accelerated to a speed sufficient 

to disturb the molecules of the screen material. The molecules reqond 

by emitting light, just as a nucleuer, properly  truck, responds by emitting 

particles, or occaBFpio&ly X-rays of vary short wavs-hngtho And just as 

the light can be analysdd to  give us infoxmatinn about the structure of the3 

molecde, so can the radiation from the nucleus be analysced; indeed, there 

are very few other ways of learning about nuclei. 

Appreciable nuclear effects can be produced wit$. an installation asst 

much more complicated than a television tube. A n  electrical discharge 

erhilar to that in a neon s i p  tubing to strip tkLe atomic electrons away, 

an evacuated, efsctrically insulated, pipe in which acceleration can take 

place, X-ray transf orrners in the range d 100,000 volts to maintain arr 

siectric field, and a supply of heavy hydrogen can provide! a laboratory 

with a generoutii eowce af neutrons, for deuterons give up their netttrans 

very easily when they strike stationary deuterons;, For ixtensive research, 





The cyclotron also is subject to a practical Ximitztion in particle 

energy. It depends fo?r continuing accelaration on a precise &at& betvtaan 

orbital period and the period of the applied voltage, a cadition which cay11;1c& 

be strictly maintained. It is an unfortunate consequence of the theory of 

relativity. that ass the @peed of a pa~ticle! increases i ts  mass also increases, and 
the orbital period does depend on particle. mass. Lt also depends on tfae 

magnitude d the magnetic field, but other factors exclude the possibility of 

making compensatory changes in the magnetic field as the radius d tb 

orbits increases. A way to foreretall particle and applied voltage: falling out 

of synchronism is to ase as high an applied voltage as possible so that the, 

particles have to  go around as few times as possible. lliz this direction, a 

cycl~tron at Oak Ridge gr oducing protons of kinetic anzergie e corm spending 

l o  25 million volts is probably close t o  the ultimate. 

The next eubestantial increase in accelerator sim, putting us in reach 

of an entirely new clae s af nuclear phenomena, came a t  the eind of the war. 

It was pointed out that synchronism could be maintained by varying the p 1 ~ i o 8  

og the applied voltage or the strength of the magnetic field, not spatially but 

in time. The profundity of this suggqstion lay in the demonstration that, 

subject to certain easily attainable conditions on the pasameteas d the 

machine, the system can be made self-regukating--that is, the particles 

will aatomaticaUy try to stay in step with the applied voltage, much as a 

synchronous clock motor is farced to turn at a rate proprartionak t o  the frsqzzsx-,. 

of the applied voltage. This innovation, which led8 itsou to  several vari%tFowt 

has increased the practical range of pa~ t i c l e  energies 'by a factor of f O 

and thereby opened whole new sub-fields in the a t d y  of nuclear physics. 

The first machines t o  accelerate p~otwnra according ts the new scheme 

were caned E~TE~C~ IO-  OF fc~*egu~4ncy-mod&ted-c~~cH~i;r~rn They ere large 

vexsions of 9 1 ~  cyclotrcrn, with one e~~epti~3k.t. A s  the particles pick up 5pes& 



The synchro-cyclotr rn also brings us into ti nsw a~ggznizationaP 

category. Gtts size, entailing an inevitable irwzrease in the com~pl~xk~y 0i 

research programs and auxiliary cervices, necessitates separate 
*. facilities, and a full-time staff of spaciali~ts in many categories, KS cost 

require8 the financial assistance of the government. I t  is at this poiat that 

basic research essential tc: the future of nuclear physics become a subject 

of public concern and reepoarsibility. 

Existing synchro-cyclotrons cover a range of kinetic energies fzom 

100 to 450 million "slectrsn voltsv-- a d t  of energy referring t s  the 

equivalent d. c. voltage. They codd be made substantially larger, butthe! 

electromagnet and accelerating electrodes become increasingly expsneive 

and unwieldy.  he' next upward step in particle energy was made in t b  



This new device again uses the same principle af aecslerz 

the same general layout as the proton synchrotron but with a s 

change in detail. To steer a beam millions of timea around a ring of smaL 

cross-acsction requires some means for keeping the particles from straying 

into the wallo of the evacuated acceleration channber. This is done in 

general by having the magnetic field strength vary in a particular way 

acrose the chamber to form a sort of electrical trough in which the protons 

tend to pull toward the center of the chamber. The Brookhaven group has 

developed a field configuration which promises a much tighter control on 

the transverse motion 

surrounding magnet can be made much smaller in cross-sectional area, with 

alrnoert proportional raving in csost. The alternating gradient eynchrotron, 

as it is called, should produce protons five times as energetic as the 

Bevatron for about twice the cost. 

.This oompletes a deecription of the main line of development of 

nuclear particle accelerators, Another approach must be mentioned which 

is gaining increased attention in recent years. This type is called the 

linear accelerator, a machine which ucree no magnetic field; instead, the 

particle8 are Bent down the axis of a succaesion of concentric metal 

cylinders, where an alternating voltage is applied between successive 

cylindere. In paseing from one to the next, the particles are accelerateti, 

The lengths of the cylinders progressively increase in juet 8uch a way 

that the particles arr ive at the next interface at  the right time to be 

accelerated again. This procedure can be carried on indefinitely, and has 

the distinct advantage aver the circular machines that the accelerated 



volts depending on accelerator type and application. The upper limit b e  

been reached at the California Institute sf Technology usin a machine of 

the proton synchrotron design. 

The particle accelerato~s are  primary tools for basic research in 

nuclear physics, making it porssible to stimulate sub-nucbar events in the 

laboratory in a controlled and systematic way. The apparatus for detecting 

and analyzing the nuclear processes is less conspicuous but eegaa1Iy com- 

plicated and special4 esd. It has proved most effective to concentrate 

equipment in a few localitiee, though participation is intended to be on a 

broadbasis. The European group, CERPJ, offers a case 'an point; the 

major countries of Western Europe a re  sharing the, raspobibilities and 

benefits of a single laboratory beyond the meana of any one country. In 

the United States the facilities of the national laboratories are open to 

qualified scientists for extended periods. Brookhaven was, in Pact, created 

by the co-operative efforts of several eastern universities, with the 

encouragement and support of the government. 

There ie  another aspect of publicly eupported basic research which 

serves a more immediate need than exploration of futuke paths, l[n a 

young field with great potentialities, discovery, change in basic concepts, - 
invention, and development a t e  intimately inter-related. To train a young 

per a on for intelligent participation in our atomic energy progham requires 

more than a course of le'ctures which can be rendered ob d e b  in a few I T K S & ~ ~ '  

time. He must live and w o ~ k i a  the field for aomt years, obtserving and. 

learning to juage the changing picture. The apprenticeship ir~ served best 

in pursuit of basic problems, for in this way he gains the broadest P O E J I ~ ~ ~ E :  

background and participates himself in determining new directions. Studants 

entering the field almost inevitably have to rely on government support at 

some time daring their training, fos the research work i s  complex an 
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spontalreoueiy into the more stable form, materialieirag electrons to carry 

off the excesa electric charge and some of' the excess energy, the rssnaindar 

appearing in the form of x-rays. X I  ebmsmts can be made radioactive, 

and the ejected electrons and x-rays can be detected by aimph meansL- 

a Geiger counter, for exampk. 

Ia many re~earch problems requiring a detailed tracing of a subt~tanaca _ 
through a succeesion of processes, suitable radioactive atoms can& sent 

along as tags. They can be located a t  any stage because a certain fraction 

of them convert themsalves each second, revealing their presence. The 
cleaning ability of soap can be teetad with radioactive dirt ; a plant's 

method of taking chemicale from the soil can be followed in detail; an ele 

. can be traced t hough  a aeries of chemical reactione. Applicakions of this 

sort are many and ingenious and a number of long-standing teckuricaZL mysteries 

have baen easily eolved. Radioactive materials arm manufactured routinely- 

at Oak Ridge for use by responeible research groups. 

Specific projects within our basic reecarch program a re  usnaPLy 

initiated by the individual investigator with the approval of his institution. 

The proposals a r e  examined in Nashington with the voliuntary assistance of 

three or four scientiqrte of recognized judgment in the particular subjact,. 

If accepted, the claseat AEC field office arrangers a contract t6 share L h t  

expense with the institution, which usually contributes come salaries 

and facilities. The projects a re  extremely varied in purpose. Experiments 

with high energy particles, in which a nucleus is pretty thoroughly sFLatt~s.~e! 

do much to expand our over-all picture of sub-nuclear phenomena but rarely 

lead to immedi ate technological advances. Experiments involving par tides' 

with energies of a few million electron volts, in which the! struck nudsuti 

remains almost intact, are usually aimed at a more detailed study of rsucloex 

structure, nnd often Isad directly to cha s in rsactor @sign and weapone 

research. Other projects serve: to de assuring techniques and ~ C P  ~ ~ . e " . y  

the p r o p ~ - r t i e ~  ~f s w6er extreme condi 



Such is the framework within which the @cia 

has besa progressing in this country since the end cs,F tire wiy;;r, 3L :P t 

delicate task for a gDvernment* agency to make it functim effeeti~*dy-, f o r  

the inquirier; it spor sor s must often bad into blind alleys and the 2lqwicists 

whom it supports a x  as sensitive to criticism and rs&atioa as the 

txaditiomP prima danna. Enough time has passed to obssrve t 

system has been w - d l  established; the advances we have mads in under standing 

the nucleus are a tribute to the good will and flexibility of purpose sf the pesphc- 

participating in the program. 




